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ZerOS Software Release (Public Release) 

Released Version: 7.14 Release Date: 11 July 2023 
Previous Versions: 7.13.2 Release Date: 27 June 2023 

 
 
ZerOS 7.14 Software Release 
  
INTRODUCTION  
 
Release 7.14 of ZerOS is a new software release recommended for all consoles and servers listed below, running the ZerOS 
Operating System. These release notes describe the new features, enhancements and bug fixes that have been implemented 
between versions 7.13.2 and 7.14. 

 
PRODUCTS AFFECTED 
 
 FLX 
 FLX S24 & S48 
 ZerOS Server 
 ORB Series 
 Solution Series  
 SCD Server & SCD Server Pro 
 Leap Frog 48 & 96 
 Phantom ZerOS (offline software) 

 
COMPATIBILITY 
 
ZerOS does not support USB flash drives formatted using the exFAT file system. 
 
With showfiles saved in ZerOS 7.13.2 or earlier, some Colour Effects on RGB fixtures will need reviewing due to ZOS-4780: 

• If using a colour effect on both RGB AND CMY fixtures together that was manually created using "waveforms" (FLX) or 
was created by modifying an Auto Palette (FLX S & FLX), the RGB effect may be out-of-sync from the CMY effect. 

• If using a colour effect on RGB fixtures that was manually created using "waveforms" (FLX) or was created by 
modifying an Auto Palette (FLX S & FLX), the effect may look different than previously. 

 
Accessing Fixture Macros has changed (see ZOS-9605). Therefore, Fixture Macros within showfiles saved in ZerOS 7.13.2 or 
earlier will not be loaded. This should only affect users who have stored a Fixture Macro onto a UDK (User Definable Key). This 
does not affect User Macros. 
 
MIDI Show Control (MSC) can now trigger any Playback (see ZOS-1216). Showfiles using MSC should be tested in advance. If the 
received MSC message has a blank Q_List ID, ZerOS will trigger the currently viewed Playback and no longer always Playback 0. 
No other compatibility issues known from 7.13.2. 

 
UPDATE INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Please carefully follow the update instructions available at the end of this document. 
 
The software installation process completely removes all data on the console, including any current show files. If the current 
show file is still required, please ensure that backups are taken before proceeding with the update. After completing the 
update, you may re-load your show if required. 
 
When performing a software update it is important to ensure that the power supply to your desk is stable and reliable. Power 
loss during a software update can render your desk unusable.  

http://www.vari-lite.com/
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New Features 
 

ZOS-1216 MIDI Show Control now supports multiple Playbacks. 
ZerOS now supports the MIDI Show Control (MSC) "Q_List" ID, allowing MSC to trigger any Playback. 
 
To guarantee triggering Playback 0 (as-per previous behaviour), the "Q_List" ID must be set to “0”. 
 
If the received MSC message has a blank Q_List ID, ZerOS will trigger the currently viewed Playback (note: this 
is deliberately going against the MSC specification which states a blank Q_List ID should trigger “all cues with a 
number identical to Q_number” - ZerOS will not behave in this way. 
 

ZOS-6113 Hide unused fader pages. 
FLX and FLX S will now hide unused Channel and/or Playback pages (except during syntax such as 
"RECORD"). For example: 
 

On FLX: 
• If only Ch 1-36 are patched, Page Up / Page Down buttons will cycle between Page 1 & Page 2. 
• If Playbacks are only programmed on Page 1, the Page Up / Page Down buttons will not function. 

  
On FLX S: 

• If Playbacks are only programmed on the first page, the Page button will not function. 
 
An option to disable this feature (or limit it to Channels only) has been added in SETUP > Settings > 
Operational > "Hide unused fader pages". 
  

ZOS-9605 Updates to Macros. 
The Macros Window has been split into tabs. "User Macros" (where available) and "Fixture Macros" are split, 
with "Fixture Macros" further split into an individual tab per fixture type. These "Fixture Macro" tabs are only 
displayed when the relevant fixtures are selected. 
 
On FLX S24 & FLX S48, the limitation of 48 and 96 macros respectively has been removed. 
 
On all other consoles, the Macro limitation applies to User Macros only. Fixture Macros are not included in the 
count. 
 
Macros can now be triggered by other macros. Pressing "SHIFT + MACRO" during a Macro being recorded will 
add “Macros” into the command line (and on FLX display the Macro window) without stopping a macro being 
recorded. 
 

 
 

  

http://www.vari-lite.com/
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ZOS-10975 OSC ("Open Sound Control") 
ZerOS can now receive triggers over OSC. Support includes Cues (Go, Pause, Next), Playbacks (Go, Pause, 
Playback Level with optional fade time, Release, View), Macros, Grand Master (with optional fade time) and 
Blackout. 
 
Commands can be received as a string, as an argument (with or without quotes) or combined. For example, 
the following commands would all trigger Cue 5 of Playback 1: 
 

• /zeros/cue/go/1/5 
• /zeros/cue/go/1 “5” 
• /zeros/cue/go “1” “5” 
• /zeros/cue/go “1/5” 

 
Alternative "shorthand" commands are also available to speed up programming. For example: 
 

• /lx/q/go - trigger next cue of current playback 
• /lx/q/go/1/5 - trigger Cue 5 of Playback 1 

 
The below table lists all available commands. Where multiple command are listed in the same cell, these are 
interchangeable. For example "/zeros/cue/go" and  "/lx/q/go" have identical functionality - the first being 
easier to read, and second being quicker to type. 
 

1st 2nd 3rd 

/zeros 
/flx 
/lighting 
/lx 

/cue 
/q 

/go 
/pause 
/next 

/playback 
/pb 

/go 
/pause 
/level 
/release 
/view 

/blackout 
/bo 
/dbo 
/grandmaster 
/gm 

/level 
(can be omitted) 

/macro 
 
OSC can be enabled in SETUP > Triggers > OSC. The "OSC Examples" panel shows example commands, whilst 
the full list can be found in the online ZerOS manual at zero88.com/manuals/zeros 
 
More information on OSC can be found at ccrma.stanford.edu/groups/osc/index.html 
 

ZOS-11017 Dynamic Playback Button LED flash rates 
If a Playback is set to chase, the Button LED will now flash in time with the chase. This works for all chases – 
whether set with a predefined BMP, an individual Tap Tempo BMP, or set to “Use Global BPM”. 
 
In addition, any Playbacks or UDKs set to “Global Tap Tempo” will also behave in this way.  
 
Note: the LED flash rate is capped at 240bmp. 
 

ZOS-11018 DMX In now available on FLX & FLX S 
FLX & FLX S consoles can now receive DMX In, utilizing either of the DMX ports. 
 
The ports can be switched from DMX Out to DMX In in SETUP > Universes > DMX. Control of Playbacks can be 
configured in SETUP > Triggers > DMX In. Control of Channels can be configured in SETUP > Fixture Schedule 
> DMX In column (where the DMX In value will control the Intensity of the selected Channel). 
 
To use DMX In, use a standard Male to Male XLR adaptor.  
 
Only a single XLR port at a time may be used for DMX In. 
 

  

http://www.vari-lite.com/
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ZOS-11019 RS485 Vision.Net 
FLX & FLX S consoles can now receive Vision.Net commands over RS485, utilizing either of the DMX ports. 
 
The ports can be switched from DMX to Vision.Net in SETUP > Universes > DMX. Vision.Net can then be 
configured as normal in SETUP > Triggers > Vision.Net. 
 
To use RS485 Vision.Net, an adaptor to XLR is required. Wiring instructions can be found in the online ZerOS 
manual at zero88.com/manuals/zeros  
 
Only a single XLR port at a time may be used for RS485 Vision.Net. 

 
  

http://www.vari-lite.com/
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Enhancements and Bug Fixes 
 

ZOS-1528 ZerOS now displays USB storage device name. 
ZOS-2351 Number Lock is now on by default. 
ZOS-2367 ZerOS now prevents more than one universe from being readdressed at a time. 
ZOS-2659 In "Add Fixtures" & "Edit DMX Address", either X.Y or X/Y can be typed to define Universe (X) & Address (Y). 
ZOS-2883 Various improvements when importing ASCII files. 
ZOS-3619 Art-Net OEM code updated to 0x2BFE (representing ZerOS software rather than individual hardware variants). 
ZOS-4140 New pop-up appears if ZerOS needs to unpatch fixtures when changing fixtures. 
ZOS-4638 Improvements to how RigSync builds personalities over RDM, including support for creating multi-cell fixtures. 
ZOS-4735 "CAPS" on the on-screen keyboard now correctly acts as "Caps Lock", rather than a latch for "Shift". 
ZOS-4780 “Colour Edit Mode” has been removed. Encoders now control a fixture's native colour space. 
ZOS-5216 The CLEAR key and press-and-hold commands can now be included in User Macros. 
ZOS-5803 Improvements when switching between a Playback's "Fader Functions". 
ZOS-5795 Fixed issue where an external keyboard's Number Lock LED was behaving incorrectly. 
ZOS-6377 "Z" button window is now automatically closed after "Save Show" action. 
ZOS-7120 Showfiles are verified before load. If the file is detected as corrupt, the current showfile will not be removed. 
ZOS-7465 Performance improvements when patching large quantities of fixtures. 
ZOS-7784 Network settings (e.g. IP Addresses, Subnet Masks, etc) will no longer accept an incorrect format. 
ZOS-7827 Improvements to how DMX In detects Playback Button "flashes", which now only work if the channel is at 0%. 
ZOS-7854 User Macro speed is now saved within ZerOS show files. 
ZOS-7883 Fixed issue where FLX S users could incorrectly start recording a User Macro. 
ZOS-8220 In "Add Fixtures", double pressing ENTER in the Offset field now patches the selected fixtures. 
ZOS-8232 If a fixture's name is removed (left blank), the Fixture Name now reverts back to it's default title. 
ZOS-8243 In “Add fixtures”, Channel Button LEDs of patched fixtures will illuminate. LEDs of selected channels will flash. 
ZOS-8363 Fixed issue where a Playback's "Fader Function" set to "Manual Fade" could not be changed to "HTP Master". 
ZOS-8370 "Load File" now remembers the last sorting choice (eg Name, Date, etc). 
ZOS-8371 In SETUP > Load, the top file in the list is now automatically selected. 
ZOS-8401 The MAC Address (or "Hardware Address" / "Physical Address") is now displayed within "Network Overview". 
ZOS-8591 Fixed issue where cues could not be updated when a Playback's "Fader Function" was set to "Manual Fade". 
ZOS-8697 The "Desk Name" is now used as the "DHCP name" (e.g. on a DHCP Server's Client list). 
ZOS-8784 Fixed issue where the CLEAR button incorrectly stayed lit when deleting an RDM fixture. 
ZOS-8853 When editing a Fixture's DMX address, the Fixture's channel number is displayed. 
ZOS-9036 MIDI Show Control "ALL_OFF" and "RESTORE" commands can be used interchangeably with the Blackout key. 
ZOS-9043 "Discover All Fixtures" now sends an ArtTodControl packet (forcing Art-Net Gateways to discover fixtures). 
ZOS-9045 Stability improvements to RigSync with responders incorrectly implementing the "Identify" RDM message.  
ZOS-9186 Fixed issue where the Macro Window would incorrectly display numbers & asterisks for unrecorded macros. 
ZOS-9218 Fixed issue where SETUP's panel collapse states were not resetting with a "Reset desk". 
ZOS-9240 Fixed issue where Programmer Time was not resetting (to default time, and turned off) with a "Reset desk". 
ZOS-9241 Fixed issue on FLX where desktops would go blank and then redraw when a fixture is patched over RigSync. 
ZOS-9248 Fixed issue where MIDI Timecode and SMPTE would still trigger cues, even if these triggers were disabled. 
ZOS-9288 Fixed issue where the CLEAR button incorrectly stayed lit after "Reset Desk". 
ZOS-9331 Fixed issue where ENTTEC USB>DMX devices couldn't be removed. 
ZOS-9368 Stability improvements related to FLX S front panel communications. 
ZOS-9408 Fixed issues related to MIDI Notes settings & triggering channels. 
ZOS-9438 "Desk Types" on ZerOS Server and SCD Server (& Pro) now only list consoles that support Tracking Backup. 
ZOS-9442 Fixed "Zero Offset" issue with MIDI Notes triggering Playbacks. 
ZOS-9449 Fixed issue which allowed multiple fixtures to be assigned the same Channel Number. 
ZOS-9556 Changed User Interface when adding DMX Outputs to a Desk Universe. 
ZOS-9586 Improvements to stability, and added verification, during ZerOS Software Updates. 
ZOS-9616 Show Files can no longer be saved without a filename. 
ZOS-9621 Fixed issue where the "max" number next to "First Fixture Number" in Add Fixtures was incorrect. 
ZOS-9694 Light Converse support has been removed. 
ZOS-9702 Fixed issue where a Playback button could flash/solo whilst also selecting a Playback (e.g., during Paste). 
ZOS-9747 Fixed issue when more than two DMX addresses were added to a range of fixtures. 
ZOS-9858 Output Window now automatically scrolls to show the last selected Channel Number. 
ZOS-10121 When Art-Net is enabled, ZerOS now ArtPolls every 2.75 seconds. 
ZOS-10122 ArtPollReply now includes only patched Art-Net Universes 
ZOS-10123 ArtDmx is sent to In & Out PortTypes, improving compatibility with poor 3rd Party Art-Net implementations. 
ZOS-10161 Fixed issue where Network Overview was displaying the incorrect number of connected Art-Net devices. 
ZOS-10204 Performance improvements when deleting large quantities of fixtures. 
ZOS-10222 Various fixes and improvements to Fixture Macros. 
ZOS-10288 Fixture Type Patch Groups are now ordered by lowest Channel Number first. 
ZOS-10305 Fixed issue where Patch Groups would filter the Fixture Schedule but not select those fixtures. 

http://www.vari-lite.com/
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ZOS-10315 It's now possible to change the mode of a RigSync discovered fixture which is not in ZerOS Library. 
ZOS-10329 The Universe Preview in Add Fixtures now supports Multi-Part fixtures. 
ZOS-10565 Patch Offset can now be used to intersperse Fixture's DMX Addresses between existing Fixtures. 
ZOS-10726 Improvements to Auto Colour Palettes for Fixtures with Fixed Colour Wheels. 
ZOS-10728 Art-Net "Port Label" added to the port address edit dialog (next to the Art-Net/sACN setting). 
ZOS-10745 Custom fixture names are now kept when changing fixture type / mode. 
ZOS-10746 "Desk Name" is now reported as the console's Art-Net “long name” (this cannot be edited by other devices). 
ZOS-10750 Fixed issue with RigSync created fixtures where 16bit parameters could have incorrect default values. 
ZOS-10757 Added support for RDM Additional Slot Information related to Colour Mixing. 
ZOS-10788 Improved performance and stability when deleting a large quantity of cues. 
ZOS-10842 Files starting with ._ (macOS system files) are now automatically hidden. 
ZOS-10857 "Channel Mix Mode" option has been hidden from FLX & FLX S (this feature applies to Solution Series only). 
ZOS-10931 Fixed issue where a parameter's custom default values were occasionally not recalled following a reboot. 
ZOS-10940 ZerOS Wing plugged into FLX S now recalls the last used function and page when power cycled. 
ZOS-10941 Added support for additional hardware variants of SBCs. 
ZOS-10977 Some parameters will now display improved detail descriptions. 
ZOS-11041 Values manually entered into Add Fixtures no longer automatically change unless the value is not valid. 
ZOS-11042 When loading a fixture file (GDTF, .zfix or .ift), "Add Fixtures" will automatically open. 
ZOS-11043 In the Fixture Schedule, the "Delete Fixture" button has been moved to the "Set Channel Number" window. 
ZOS-11044 Fixed issue where, after reboot, a cue which had been copied or moved, could include incorrect values. 
ZOS-11058 Personality ID is included in .zfix exports, and can be viewed in the Fixture Editor after importing a .zfix fixture. 
ZOS-11074 Fixed kerning/character width which caused some letters to render incorrectly. 
ZOS-11082 Fixed stability issue where pressing "Back" in "Add Fixtures" could cause ZerOS to crash. 
ZOS-11085 Various improvements to Vision.Net, including "Channel Toggle" support. 
ZOS-11086 Fixed issue in ZerOS Monitor where the RDM "View Notifications" button was not working. 
ZOS-11087 Various fixes and improvements to RigSync and RDM. 
ZOS-11088 ZerOS “Fixture Name” and RDM “Device Label” are now linked, and included within "Lock Rig" and "Revert Rig". 
ZOS-11089 RDM devices (or subdevices) with a Zero DMX Address Footprint are now shown in SETUP > Devices. 
ZOS-11090 RDM device errors will no longer be created for deleted fixtures. 
ZOS-11091 If an RDM Device includes an unrecognised slot Label ID, ZerOS will ask for the SLOT_DESCRIPTION. 
ZOS-11092 Some RDM SLOT_IDs are now assigned to the Shape attribute, rather than Beam. 
ZOS-11093 Improvements to RDM generated fixture types ensure virtual intensities & defaults are created & set correctly. 
ZOS-11094 Improvements to the labelling of parameters of RDM Fixtures without Slot ID or Slot Description. 
ZOS-11095 Fixed issue where RDM DEFAULT_SLOT_VALUE was not being converted to 16-bit. 
ZOS-11114 Fixed issue which could prevent certain external touchscreens from being calibrated on FLX S48. 
ZOS-11119 Colour temperature parameters with defined discrete values are no longer included within the colour algorithm. 
ZOS-11120 Fixed issue where Colour Filters weren't referenced on some fixtures with Colour Temperature / White emitter. 
ZOS-11159 Performance and stability improvements to reading fader movements, DMX generation and auto-selection. 
ZOS-11238 Stability improvements when using GDTF files. 
ZOS-11285 ZerOS Library 4.1 included. 
ZOS-11296 Fixed potential stability issue. 
ZOS-11304 Fixed issue where readdressing RDM fixtures via Syntax in the Fixture Schedule was not updating the device. 
ZOS-11305 Fixed issue where devices with an Intensity channel, but no intensity (e.g. a PSU), were incorrectly controlled. 
ZOS-11315 Improved stability when loading custom .ift fixture files into ZerOS. 
ZOS-11317 Fixed issue where parameters in custom fixture files could appear under the wrong attribute. 
ZOS-11337 Fixed issue where RDM GET_QUEUED_MESSAGES commands were being sent with a PDL of 0. 
ZOS-11402 Added support for firmware updates to a new range of Co-Processors. 
ZOS-11409 Stability improvements when adding a new Fixture. 
ZOS-11448 Fixed issue that could display erroneous characters when entering commands into Advanced Cue Macros. 
ZOS-11453 Improved stability when loading in some forms of GDTF files. 
ZOS-11455 Improved "Auto palettes" for some forms of GDTF files. 
ZOS-11458 Fixed issue where some custom fixtures would not work with Colour Filters. 
ZOS-11566 Fixed issue where "GO (Snap)" could produce incorrect Tracking results. 
ZOS-11624 Fixed issue where some Fixture parameters were incorrectly not inverted. 

 
Known issues 
 

ZOS-11652 SCD Server & SCD Server Pro is not displaying the current software version on the front LCD. 
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Software Update Instructions  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Please familiarise yourself with these update instructions before proceeding. Instructions must be followed accurately and in 
order. Deviations or omissions could render the desk unusable and require it to be returned to the factory for recovery. 
 
If any difficulties are encountered at any point, or you are in doubt on any of the instructions below, then do not proceed any 
further with the update and contact Vari-Lite for assistance. 
 
The software installation process completely removes all data on the console, including any current show files. If the current 
show file is still required, please ensure that backups are taken before proceeding with the update. After completing the 
update, you may re-load your show if required. 
 
When performing a software update it is important to ensure that the power supply to your desk is stable and reliable. Power 
loss during a software update can render your desk unusable. 
 
 
Consoles running ZerOS 7.8.3 or later. 
 
To perform the update: 
 

- Download the software from the Vari-Lite website ( vari-lite.com/global/products/zeros-software )  
- Save the .exe file onto a USB flash drive (don’t put it inside any folders) 

o NOTE: ZerOS does not support USB flash drives formatted using the exFAT file system. 
- Plug the USB flash drive into your console 
- Press SETUP to enter the console’s setup screen and choose “Load” on the monitor 
- Select the file from the list displayed on screen and follow the onscreen instructions 
- Once the update is complete, remove the USB flash drive and reboot the desk 

 
Once all the software is up to date, you can get on with enjoying the new features in the desk software. Vari-Lite recommend 
printing these Release Notes and having them with you when operating the desk, as some functionality may have changed 
which is explained in these notes. 
 
 
Consoles running ZerOS 7.8.2.39 or older. 
 
To update a console running ZerOS 7.8.2.39 or older, please visit zero88.com/manuals/zeros/software-updates/zeros-usb-
creator for instructions. 
 
 

http://www.vari-lite.com/
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